Introduction of tubulin was derived from a 3.7 Å electron density map obtained by electron crystallography (Nogales et al., Stathmin , also referred to as Op 18 1998); it is that of tubulin in protofilaments arranged (Hailat et al., 1990), is a 17 kDa ubiquitous cytosolic in an antiparallel way in two-dimensional zinc-induced phosphoprotein that has been proposed to be a relay sheets. In addition, the overall shape of the tubulin:stathintegrating diverse intracellular signaling pathways (Somin complex has been suggested by scanning transmisbel, 1991). Stathmin has recently been recognized as a sion electron microscopy combined with digital image microtubule destabilizing factor (Belmont and Mitchiprocessing to be that of a kinked protofilament-like asson, 1996) likely to be implicated in various microtubulesembly of two tubulins (Steinmetz et al., 2000) . At the dependent cellular functions in interphase or mitosis nominal 2 nm resolution of the planar projection electron (Marklund et Table 1 ). The tubulin moiety of the complex was localized by the The T2R structure comprises one RB3-SLD together with a curved assembly of two tubulins arranged headMolecular Replacement method (Navaza, 1994) . Rigid body refinement at 7 Å resolution showed that the correto-tail (Figure 1a) , so that when numbering subunits sequentially from one end of the complex the order is lation coefficients of observed and calculated structure respect to those in microtubules would also account for the curvature of GDP-tubulin oligomers and depolymer-1997). The structure we determined gives a satisfactory explanation to the sequestering capacity of stathmin or izing protofilaments. These differences provide direct evidence for different conformations of GDP-tubulin in of proteins of the stathmin family. To promote catastrophes it is expected that stathmin must interact with curved oligomers and straight microtubules (Melki et al., 1989) , the straightening of GDP-tubulin resulting probamicrotubule ends, either straight or curved. Taken together, the observations that stathmin binds to GTPbly from lateral interactions within the microtubule. It is therefore tempting to suggest that these differences of tubulin with lower affinity than to GDP-tubulin and that the curvature of GDP-tubulin oligomers is larger by a GDP-tubulin in oligomers and microtubules constitute at least part of the structural cause of the spring load factor of two than that of tubulin oligomers bound to a slowly hydrolyzable analog of GTP (Mü ller-Reichert et that has been proposed (Caplow et al., 1994) to drive the rapid depolymerization associated with the dynamic al., 1998) show that the long helix of the RB3-SLD fits better the more curved GDP-tubulin oligomers. If we instability of microtubules.
In conclusion, the present crystal structure of a tuconsider the hypothesis that stathmin may bind to the curved extremities of microtubules, it has been shown bulin:SLD complex allows us to picture the molecular organization of tubulin-GDP in solution and the functhat stathmin, as opposed to its ␣-helical region, is unable to associate with similarly curved tubulin rings, tional interactions of stathmin and stathmin family proteins in a tubulin sequestering complex. Structural studsuggesting a capping effect for the 40-residue N-terminal region (Steinmetz et al., 2000) . This is consistent with ies with other forms of both tubulin-and stathmin-related our observation that the long RB3-SLD helix extends to molecules will give further information required for a the ends of T2R. It could therefore be possible that molecular description of the biological action of stathstathmin caps and stabilizes otherwise transient protomin family molecules as well as of regulatory processes filament curls at the tips of microtubules. The relative involved in the control of microtubule dynamics. efficiencies of the catastrophe promoting and sequestering activities of stathmin would then depend on the 
